Green Waste Management
Contracting with Harvest can save your town money, and free up municipal personnel and equipment to
concentrate on providing core services. Your municipality can leverage Harvest’s specialized organics recycling
equipment, become more efficient and productive, and even access our distribution and marketing matrix. Our
site management program offers:

WHAT HARVEST PROVIDES
•
•
•
•
•

All Required Specialized Equipment
Professional Site Staffing
Expert Supervision
Material Processing
Marketing Assistance
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SPECIALIZED EQUIPMENT

Composting

Topsoil and Aggregates

From screens to process your compost or topsoil to organics
recycling equipment complementing your fleet’s capabilities,
Harvest is a professional and reliable source for your needs.
Two screens are available to rent from Harvest in
Connecticut, with or without a wheel loader and operator.

Our CEC Screen-it 512 deck screen is ideal for screening
topsoil and aggregates. You can easily produce material
sized the way you want using its two decks and screen cloth
that is simple to change. We use the CEC to screen material
containing larger rocks, or to produce finer materials.

Our McCloskey 621 Trommel Screen is set up for screening
compost. It’s ideal for relatively wet material, equipped with
brushes that clean the screen cloth as it rotates. This
machine’s rotating stacking conveyor can stockpile up to
1800 cubic yards of material without having to move the
screening plant.

We usually rent our wheel loaders with either a grinder or a
screen and have also used them for loading out material.
They are all well maintained and we provide experienced
operators. Our loaders are equipped with interchangeable
buckets. We have grapple buckets for moving yard waste,
high-tip buckets for loading large trailers and standard
buckets for screening.

Wood Grinding

Windrow Turning

Use Harvest’s professional wood grinding equipment as
needed, to complement your town’s capabilities. Leverage
the efficiencies of reliable grinders and expert staff, brought
right to your town’s site. When the job is complete, Harvest
can also remove ground wood chips from your site.
Our Morbark 1300 Tub Grinder is equipped with a Grapple so
it can load itself. The 1300 can also be supplied along with a
specially equipped wheel loader on request. Our Morbark
6600 is especially effective at double grinding to produce a
decorative landscape mulch. A wheel loader is required, as
the 6600 is not self-loading.

Accelerate your compost process. It can be difficult to fully
compost leaves before the next year’s leaf collection starts.
You can speed up the process with a windrow turner, which is
much more efficient than wheel loaders at turning leaves.
Harvest’s turner processes more material in one hour than a
large wheel loader can accomplish in an entire day.
Harvest’s powerful Frontier Turner is available to process
your material right at your site. Uniquely configured to be
towed behind a tractor, finished compost is produced in just
nine months with four turnings supplemented by interim
turnings with a wheel loader.
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